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y HTML tags are used to improve parallel resources
extraction. The pages’ physical structure such as
HTML is far different from visual layout structure, and
pages’ editors arrange pages’ content mainly from
semantic. Superfluous to split contents with complete
meaning into different tags. Former researchers all
proposed to split text into different snippets by
languages. In this paper, HTML tags are also seen as
important clues to segment texts.
y We propose to extract good candidate instances by
ranking. In [8], they focus on selecting good wrappers,
and all candidate pairs extracted by them are regarded
as parallel data. But they didn’t pay attention to filter
out noisy candidates extracted from good wrappers.
Compared to [8], we propose to rank all candidates,
extracted from all wrappers, by their relevance with
seeds, but don’t concern on the quality of wrappers.
y Our method can be applied to bilingual web pages
written in any pair of languages indiscriminately,
such as Japanese–English, Korean-English and so on,
for that our approach is completely character-based
and doesn’t limit any language and domain.

Abstract—This paper proposes a new approach to extract
parallel resources (including bilingual sentences and
bilingual terms) from bilingual web pages, which have a
primary language and a secondary language (the second
language is often the translation to primary language). Our
method is composed of four tasks: 1) parsing the web page
into a DOM tree and segmenting inner texts of each node
into series of monolingual snippets; 2) selecting adjacent
snippet pairs in different languages and with higher
translation scores as seeds for the next task; 3) constructing
comprehensive wrappers from selected seeds, which save
both HTML and surface formatting styles; 4) mining
candidate instances and selecting good instances by their
similarities with seeds. In this paper, we first propose to
segment text by HTML tags, and select potential parallel
resources by ranking all extracted candidates. According to
the experimental results, our method can be applied to
bilingual pages written in any other pair of languages.
Experimental results also show that our approaches are
effective in improving the parallel resources extraction.
(Abstract)
Keywords- Bilingual Resource, HTML Tags, Web Data
Mining (key words)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Parallel resources are critical for many NLP
applications, such as machine translation [1] and cross
language information retrieval [2]. Because it’s hard to
create large scale parallel dataset with human effort,
many studies tried to extract parallel data automatically,
such as from parallel monolingual web page pairs of
some bilingual web sites [3] [4] [5] [6]. Candidate
parallel web pages are acquired by making use of URL
strings or HTML tags, then the translation equivalence of
the candidate pairs are verified via content based features.
However, parallel resources exist not only in parallel
monolingual web pages, but also in bilingual web pages.
Statistically at least tens of millions of bilingual pages
exist in Chinese web sites. People create such web pages
for various reasons. The page 1 (see Figure 1) lists the
most common oral sentences in English and their Chinese
translation to facilitate English learning. Since such
bilingual pages are very common in the Web, so it’s an
important task to mine parallel data from them. And in [7],
an effective method has been proposed to acquire such
bilingual web pages automatically by search engines.
Usually, the parallel data appears collectively and
follow similar formatting styles in bilingual pages. Due to
this phenomenon, in this paper, we propose a seedexpansion method to mine parallel data within a page.
Compared to the previous work, our method has the
following advantages:

Figure 1. A snapshot of a bilingual web page

II.

REALTED WORK

A. Parallel Data Mining from the Web
Most existing studies, like [2][4][6], mine parallel web
documents within bilingual web sites first, then extract
bilingual sentences from mined parallel documents.
However, since the number of bilingual web sites is quite
small, these methods can’t yield a great many of parallel
data. Besides, a method is proposed to discover bilingual
sentences in comparable corpora in [9].
Based on that authors of pages often arrange terms with
their translations inside a pair of parentheses, [10] and [11]
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propose two different methods. However, since not all
parenthesis patterns can be collected, these methods may
miss a lot of translations. [12] [13] and [14] try to mine
term translations from text snippet returned by search
engines. They extract target translations by submitting the
source term to search engines. It’s difficult to mine lowfrequency translations, for desired pages containing
source and target translations can’t be returned.
There are two publications available on automatically
acquiring parallel data from bilingual web pages. An
adaptive pattern-based method is used to mine interesting
parallel data in [8]. They observe that many web pages
contain parallel data collections, which follow a mostly
consistent but possibly somewhat variable surface pattern.
They select high-quality term pairs to learn candidate
patterns first and then train a classifier to detect good
patterns. All instances extracted from such good patterns
are regarded as parallel data. However, even though a
“good” pattern, it also can bring noise. In [15], they
attempt the task of searching for high-quality term pairs
from the Web. They formulate good search query using
“Learning to Rank” and filter noisy document pairs with
IBM Model 1 alignment.
III.

IV.

A. The Page Analyzer
1) HTML Page Parsing
The Document Object Model (DOM) is an application
programming interface used for parsing HTML
documents. With DOM, an HTML document is parsed
into a tree structure, when each node belongs to some
predefined types (e.g. DIV, TABLE, TEXT, etc.). We
removed nodes with types of “B”, “I” and so on, because
they are mainly used for controlling visual effect. After
removal, their child nodes will be directly connected to
their parents.
2) Text Segmentation
After a page is parsed, in our approach, the inner text
of main data region should be segmented into a list of text
snippets, such as …CiEjCi+1Ci+2Ci+3Ej+1Ej+2Ci+4Ej+3… (C
and E stand for parallel snippets). Text snippets are
expected to be the smallest unit with complete meaning.
If text is only segmented by language, some semantically
irrelevant text (but in the same language) would be
merged together. Table ĉ shows four snippets of
example page (in Figure 1) after segmenting by languages.
The second snippet in Table ĉ contains two sentences,
which are “ԴҞϞज/ϟज/ᰮϞད৫˛˄䯂ᕫԧ
᠔ᕫࠄⱘㄨḜгৃ㛑ԧ˅” and “㗠བᵰᰃ݊ҪҎ
䯂Դˈ䙷М៥Ӏৃҹ䖭ḋᴹಲㄨ”. The first sentence is
the translation of the first snippet in Table ĉ and the
second one is noisy. To acquire accurate bilingual snippet
pairs, we need to segment snippets further by new clues.
Web pages are used to publish information on the Web,
and web pages’ editors always arrange a sentence under
same tag. It’s uncommon and unwise to segment
sentences and terms into several parts and enwrap them
respectively by different tags. According to that, HTML
tags are used to segment text more accurately.

OVERVIEW

As in Figure 2, our system is composed of four major
components: the Page Analyzer, the Seed Extractor, the
Wrapper Constructor and the Candidate Ranker.
For a given page, the Page Analyzer is proposed to get
its DOM tree. Inner text of each node in DOM tree is
segmented by HTML tags and languages. Each text
snippet is term or sentence with complete meaning as
well as just in one language.
Then high-quality translation pairs are identified by the
Seed Extractor identifies as seeds for the following task.
The Wrapper Constructor is used to learn wrappers
automatically based on identified seeds. Wrappers in this
paper save both seeds’ surface and HTML formatting
styles. With learnt wrappers, some potential parallel data,
discarded by the seed mining module, can be extracted by
simply matching.

Figure 2. The workflow of the method

PARALLEL RESOURCE EXTRACTION

TABLE ĉ. EXAMPLE SNIPPETS SEGMENTED BY LANGUAGES



With the aim of extracting high-quality bilingual data,
Candidate Ranker constructs a graph that models all the
relations among seeds, wrappers, and candidate instances.
Then it ranks all extracted candidates. Instances are
ranked higher if they are related to seeds closely.
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N

Snippets

1

How are you this morning/afternoon/evening? (Being more
specific may get a more specific answer)

2

ԴҞϞज/ϟज/ᰮϞད৫˛˄䯂ᕫԧ᠔ᕫࠄⱘㄨ
Ḝгৃ㛑ԧ˅㗠བᵰᰃ݊ҪҎ䯂Դˈ䙷М៥Ӏৃҹ
䖭ḋᴹಲㄨ˖

3

I'm great actually—thanks for asking!

4

៥ᕜད, 䇶䇶݇ᖗʽ

Part of the HTML source file is shown in Figure 3.
Because of space limitation, we omit attribute values and
only keep tags’ names. According to it, the second
snippet in Tableĉcould be segmented into two sentences
by HTML tags “<p> <strong>”. To decide the boundary
of a snippet, two simple rules are defined as follows.
1) Open punctuation (like ‘(’, ‘[’) are added into next
snippet; close punctuation (like ‘)’, ‘]’) are added into
previous snippet; other punctuations (like ‘;’) are added
into previous snippet.

exists between them. For the seed “I'm alright—a bit
tired.” and “៥䖬དˈህᰃ᳝⚍㌃Ǆ”, according to the
HTML source codes in Figure 3, “<br /></div><div
class=“langs_en”>” and “<br /></div><div class=
“langs_en”>” are the HTML tag sequences preceding and
following it. And the middle tags between the two
snippets are “<br /></div><div class=“langs_cn”>”.

2) Abbreviations (like ‘IALP’) are merged into previous
and next snippets in different languages.
B. The Seed Extractor
To select high-quality parallel snippet pairs as seeds for
next work, a length-based model and an alignment model
are adopted in this part. Adjacent snippets, which are in
different languages and match the two models, could be
selected as seeds for wrapper’s construction.
1) Length-based Model
In [16], the length model is based on the assumption
that each word in one language, l1, gives rise to a random
number of words in the other language, l2. They assume
these random variables are independent and distributed
identically with a normal distribution. The model is then
specified by the mean, c, and variance, s2, of this
distribution, c is the expected number of characters in l2
per character in l1 and s2 is the variance of the number of
characters in l2 per character in l1. They define:

V (l2  l1c)

l1s2

(1)

2

We calculate c and s with 6,500 pairs of ChineseEnglish sentences, and get the value 1.03 and 0.426
respectively and get the  threshold between 4.722~15.27.
2) Alignment Model
Word overlap judges the similarity of bilingual
snippets. In this paper, we acquire the word-overlap score
between any two adjacent language segments. The
similarity Score(c_res,e_res) of bilingual snippets is
based on word-overlap as following:



Figure 3. HTML source file of the example page
2) An Example
We show an example of the wrapper construction.
Three bilingual snippet pairs (i.e. S1, S2, and S3 in Table
Ċ) are selected as seeds from the example page (in
Figure 1). Table Ċ lists selected seeds, constructed
wrappers and extracted candidate instances.

p

¦ Max( Sim(c , e ))
i

Score( c _ res, e _ res )

i 1

1d j d q

I

j

(2)

where p and q stand for the lengths of snippets in source
and target languages. The denominator is normalization
factor, and in our experiment we select p+q as its value.
In addition, ci stands for the ith word of Chinese term and
ej stands for the jth word of English term. Sim(ci,ej) in [17]
stands for the similarity of ci and ej.

TABLE Ċ. WRAPPERS CONSTRUCTING FROM EXAMPLE PAGE
S1: Really good,… excited) 䴲ᐌདˈ…݈༟˅
Wrapper constructed from S1:
<div class="langs_en">[E]<br /></div><div class= "langs_
cn">[C]<br /></div>
Extractions:
I'm alright-a bit tired. ៥䖬དˈህᰃ᳝⚍㌃Ǆ
Can't complain! དᕫ≵䆱䇈ʽ
S2: How about yourself? Դབԩਸ਼˛
Wrapper constructed from S2:
<div class="langs_en">[E]<br /></div><div class= "langs_
cn">[C]</div>
Extractions:
Good morning! How are you today?

C. The Wrapper Constructor
Many parallel contents, which are discarded by the
seed extractor, may be mined by learnt wrappers. In this
section, we will describe an approach to construct
wrappers automatically. Information of seeds’ surface and
HTML formatting style is saved in our wrappers.
1) The Main Algorithm
First, the surface formatting style is related to seed’s
content; HTML formatting style is related to HTML tags
enwrapped seed. Both of them are character-based rules.
Each seed is a pair of bilingual snippets.
For each seed, the method in [8] is adopted to get its
surface formatting styles. The templates are learnt based
on all processed strings. For example, “I'm alright—a bit
tired.” and “៥䖬དˈህᰃ᳝⚍㌃Ǆ” are selected as a
seed, then we can learn a template, which are “[E][C]”.
For acquiring HTML formatting style of each seed, let
si be the ith seed, li, and ri, be series of HTML tags
preceding and following si. Let mi be the series of tags
between parallel contents. And mi is null when no tag

ᮽϞདʽԴҞད৫˛
S3: I'm great … asking! ៥ᕜདˈ䇶䇶݇ᖗʽ
Wrapper constructed from S3:
<p>[E]</p><div class="langs_cn">[C]<br /> </div >
Extractions:
How are you this morning/ … specific answer)
ԴҞϞज/ … ԧ˅

To show the advantage of HTML formatting styles in
avoiding noisy data, another example page is given (in
Figure 4). “ ᮄ 䯏 㒘 News” and “News Groups” are
selected as seeds, the learnt wrapper is “<FONT
color=#333399>[C][E]<BR> </FONT>”. Within the
whole page only six non-noisy instances can be extracted,
such as “ ⬉ ᄤ 䚂 ӊ E-mail” and “Electronic Mail”.
However, if wrappers don’t contain HTML formatting
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styles (as the wrappers in [8]), the wrapper should be
“[C][E]”. Based on this wrapper, all the adjacent snippets
in different languages would be extracted as translations.
Thus,
too
much
noise
is
collected,
like
“webmaster@chinadzz.com” and “᳡ࡵ㉏ൟᰃ⬉ᄤ
䚂ӊˈ ᬊӊҎⱘഄഔᰃ” are seen as translations. Using
HTML tags, such noise can be avoided greatly.

proportional to their edge weights. Also at each step, it
has some probability to return to node x. The relevance
score of node y with node x is defined as the steady-state
probability that the particle will finally stay at node y.
In [18], nodes are weighted higher if they are
connected to many seed nodes by many short, low fan-out
paths. The ranker stops until all node weights converge.
In this paper, the initial “restart” set is the set of seeds.
V.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we will report some experimental
results on two gold standard datasets.
A. Parallel Resources Extraction on Chinese-English
Bilinglual Web Pages
1000 Chinese-English bilingual web pages are chosen
from 12 popular Chinese web sites randomly, and all
bilingual data are annotated manually. In this paper, the
extracted data are considered correct only if they are
exactly same as the data labeled by human.
To measure the improvement of using HTML tags to
extract parallel data, we produce three alternative systems.
1) Baseline System: It is developed according to the
method in [8], which doesn’t take HTML tags into
consideration. According to the results shown in Table Č,
it gets 75.753% F-score. Compared to [8], where the Fscore is 79.9%, it’s obvious that our baseline system is an
effective reproduce of the method in [8].
2) Ranker-based System: To filter noises in candidate
translations, in this paper, candidates are ranked by their
relevancies with seeds and wrappers. Thus we develop
the ranker-based system. Compared to baseline system, it
doesn’t train a classifier to detect good wrappers. It tries
to ranks candidate instances extracted by all wrappers and
then select top ones.
3) HTML Tags & Ranker-based System: It is the full
implementation of the proposed approach in this paper.

Figure 4. A Snapshot of a bilingual page

D. Candidates Ranker
In order to get the relevance between extracted
candidates and seeds, we first need to understand how
they are related globally. For one given page,
y Different wrappers can be learnt from one seed;
y The same wrapper can be learnt from different seeds;
y Same candidate can be extracted by several wrappers.
To model these complex relations, a directed graph,
contains all the objects of page, seeds, wrappers, and
extracted bilingual snippets and models all the relations
between them, can be established. And the relevance
between nodes is used to rank extracted candidates.
The first column of Table ċ shows all possible node
types, the middle column reports each of their possible
relations. Target node types are shown in the last column.
We assume that there are no edges from a node to itself.

TABLE Č. PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS BASED ON CHINESEENGLISH BILINGUAL PAGES

Baseline

candidates

extract
derive-1
extract-1

R(%)

F-score(%)

70.2

82.26

75.753

Ranker-based

72.6

84.9

78.26

HTML Tags & Ranker

80.23

88.31

84.07

The experimental results are shown in Table Č, which
verifies our method improve precision greatly. The main
reason is that most of the noisy instances extracted by
baseline system are avoided by use of HTML tags (the
example mentioned in the second part of Section C
properly verifies that). Besides that, the improvement also
comes from the following aspects:
y Contents are segmented wrongly only by languages.
Most of them contain some noisy text and therefore
they are not same as the data labeled by human. Using
HTML tags, they can be segmented more accurately;
y The translations (extracted by so-called bad wrappers
in [8]) aren’t ignored in ranking process. In [8], all
candidates extracted from bad wrappers are ignored;
y The noisy translations (extracted by good wrappers in
[8]) are ranked lower in our method because of loose

TABLE ċ. NODE AND RELATION TYPE
Source Type
Edge Relation
Target Type
page
find
seeds
derive
wrappers
seeds
find-1
page
wrappers

P(%)

candidates
seeds
wrappers

How closely related are two nodes in a graph? The
Candidate Ranker performs Random Walk with Restart
[18], which provides a good relevance score between two
nodes in a weighted graph, and then ranks nodes by their
final score. It is defined as follows: consider a random
particle that starts from node x. The particle iteratively
transmits to its neighborhood with the probability that is
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